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ReSe2 and ReS2 are unusual compounds amongst the layered transition metal 
dichalcogenides as a result of their low symmetry, with a characteristic in-plane anisotropy 
due to in-plane rhenium ‘chains’. They preserve inversion symmetry independent of the 
number of layers and, in contrast to more well-known transition metal dichalcogenides, bulk 
and few-monolayer Re-TMD compounds have been proposed to behave as electronically 
and vibrational decoupled layers. Here, we probe for the first time the electronic band 
structure of bulk ReSe2 by direct nanoscale angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.  We 
find a highly anisotropic in- and out-of-plane electronic structure, with the valence band 
maxima located away from any particular high-symmetry direction. The effective mass 
doubles its value perpendicular to the Re chains and the interlayer van der Waals coupling 
generates significant electronic dispersion normal to the layers. Our density functional 
theory calculations, including spin-orbit effects, are in excellent agreement with these 
experimental findings. 
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The layered TMD family includes a rich palette of superconductors, metals1 and 
semiconductors with direct and indirect gaps, and offers fascinating possibilities for the 
realisation of nanoscale electronic, optoelectronic and photonic devices through the 
assembly of heterostructures2. These may include dissimilar TMDs, but also graphene and 
boron nitride3, 4. Typical semiconducting TMDs (MoS2, WS2, WSe2) are hexagonal, with 
inversion symmetry in the bulk which is absent for the monolayer. This symmetry-breaking 
in monolayers leads to a finite SO splitting and to the non-equivalence of the K+ and K- 
valleys5. The exciton binding energies and SO splittings are typically large5, 6, giving optical 
access to well-defined spin-valley states even at room temperature. At the same time, the 
direct gap of monolayers appears at the K points, so that circularly polarised excitation can 
address selectively either K+ or K- valleys. By alloying, for example, MoSe2 with WSe2, the 
magnitude of the SO splitting may be varied, and this allows tuning of the above effects7.  
 
However, the TMD family also includes materials which do not conform to the typical 
expectations above1, and this much less well-known group of TMDs expands the range of 
possible heterostructures. One such material is ReSe2 (and the closely-related ReS2) in which 
the only symmetry operation is inversion8, 9, 10, 11. In contrast to typical TMDs, an inversion 
centre in Re-TMDs is preserved even in monolayers, so that few-layer Re-TMDs are expected 
to have zero SO splitting independent of layer number12. Nevertheless, spin-orbit effects still 
modify the band structure of ReSe2, shifting the transition metal (Re) d-orbitals that make up 
its band edges13. Consequently, perturbations that break inversion symmetry, such as 
alloying14 or external electric fields15, may allow one to manipulate the valence band SO 
splitting in ReSe2 or ReS2, and this splitting will grow from zero rapidly on applying a given 
perturbation.  
 
Thus, the Re-TMDs promise a new means to control SO effects in few-layer semiconductor 
heterostructures. Being highly anisotropic 2D materials, they also offer new possibilities as 
hyperbolic plasmonic materials16 or polarisation-sensitive photodetectors17, 18, 19, 20. Interest 
in anisotropic 2D materials is growing rapidly, with the isolation of few-layer black 
phosphorus and analogues such as GeS; relative to these materials, however, we find ReS2 
and ReSe2 are more promising because they are stable in air21. In particular, the van der 
Waals coupling between layers has been estimated as very weak and consequently quasi-
monolayer behaviour in bulk Re-TDMs has been reported based on recent micro-Raman and 
photoluminescence results 21. However, recent angle-resolved Raman studies conclude that 
exciton-phonon coupling and more exotic interactions can be present in Re-TMD 
compounds22.  Nevertheless, to predict what might be achieved using the Re-TMDs, a 
precise understanding of their band structure is essential. There have only been a few 
attempts to model either bulk or monolayer Re-TMDs12, 23, 24 and calculations have not 
explored the full Brillouin zone. Furthermore, no direct band structure determination has 
been reported to date, though indirect data on optical absorption25, 26, 27, 28 and transport 
properties29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 are available. The present work addresses this lack of information 
for the case of bulk ReSe2. 
 
We present here the first measurements of the valence band structure of bulk ReSe2, using 
angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) with nanoscale spatial resolution (nano-ARPES). Our 
results are modelled via density functional theory (DFT) including spin-orbit (SO) effects. We 
find a remarkable band structure, with two valence band maxima within the first Brillouin 
zone and related by inversion symmetry, but not located on any special high-symmetry 
points or paths and, therefore, predicted to be subject to strong SO splitting under external 
perturbation. The ARPES data reflect the strong in-plane asymmetry peculiar to the 
  
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) based on Re8, 9, 10, 11, with very different valence 
band dispersions parallel or perpendicular to the Re chains that run along the 
crystallographic a direction (see Figure 1a and b). As a result, the effective mass along the Re 
chains is almost twice that orthogonal to them. Even more interestingly, the excitation 
energy dependence of the nano-ARPES data shows a striking out-of-plane dispersion, 
indicating that the interlayer van der Waals coupling in ReSe2 is appreciable and therefore, 
the electronic properties on monolayer ReSe2 compounds could be dramatically different to 
the bulk material. Finally, even if a full understanding of the momentum-resolved electronic 
structure of ReSe2 is particularly complex due to its triclinic crystal structure, the two-fold 
theoretical and experimental approach taken here allows us to identify the electronic 
hallmark of this compound as well as how the bulk band structure relates to that of Re-TMD 
monolayers.  
 
Results 
ARPES Fermi surface and constant energy mapping. One of the most illuminating modes of 
angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurement nowadays is to monitor with high 
energy and angular resolution the photoemission signal from states in a given energy 
window near the Fermi level as a function of electron wavevector parallel to the crystal 
surface, since it is this wavevector component that is conserved in photoemission35. For a 
three-dimensional material, this yields a section through reciprocal space, which is nearly 
planar, that is, having a nearly constant wavevector component normal to the sample 
surface. However, the deviation of this section from planarity can become important, as will 
be discussed below.  
 
 
Figure 1 Crystal structure and first Brillouin zone of triclinic ReSe2. (a) View of a single layer 
seen from above and (b) from the side. Re atoms are coloured blue and Se atoms are yellow. 
The directions of the lattice vectors a, b and c are indicated; a is defined here as the 
direction of the rhenium chains, highlighted in red in (a). (c) First Brillouin zone of ReSe2 
indicating the reciprocal lattice vectors a*, b* and c* and the conventional points  (0, 0, 0) 
and Z (0, 0, ±½). The tilted green hexagon indicates a path in reciprocal space around points 
of the type (±½, 0, 0) pseudo-Brillouin zone defined by the projections of these points onto 
the real space layer plane, with basis vectors labelled 𝒂2𝐷
∗  and 𝒃2𝐷
∗  and centre ’.  
 
 
To interpret our nano-ARPES data for bulk ReSe2, we first need to discuss its crystal structure 
and reciprocal lattice. Figures 1a and 1b show how the Re atoms within a layer form groups 
of four in linked chains of rhombuses, driven by a distortion of the unstable metallic 
hexagonal structure into the semiconducting 1T’ phase23, 36. These layers stack along the 
crystallographic c axis which, note, is not normal to the layers (Fig. 1b). Figure 1c shows the 
resulting Brillouin zone for the bulk material; the reciprocal lattice vectors a* and b* do not 
  
lie in the real space layer plane so that, unlike the cases of hexagonal MoS2 or WS2, the plane 
probed in ARPES does not contain these basis vectors. Instead, ARPES will (to a first 
approximation) map a plane normal to c* with a 2D quasi-unit cell consisting of the shaded 
irregular hexagon which is defined by the projections of a* and b*. Figure 1c shows that this 
hexagon is a projection of the tilted hexagon that contains some of the special points of the 
Brillouin zone (BZ). The 2D quasi-Brillouin zone itself does not contain any special points and, 
consequently, the conventional labels for the high-symmetry points of a regular hexagon (K 
and M) are not strictly applicable. For convenience, however, we will keep these labels and 
number these points K1..K3 and M1..M3 later, when it is necessary to distinguish between the 
non-equivalent K and M directions. Likewise, the centre of the 2D quasi-unit cell, ', is a 
point on the line joining andpoints (Figure 1c), and is not necessarily the true 3D 
Brillouin zone centre. For a monolayer, the gray hexagon becomes the true 2D reciprocal 
space unit cell, so that labels K and M become strictly correct12.  
 
 
 
Figure 2. ARPES maps of photoemission intensity as a function of in-plane wavevector (a) 
View along the c* axis of the first Brillouin zone, showing the irregular hexagon (gray) 
defined by  𝒂2𝐷
∗  and 𝒃2𝐷
∗ , and top view of a single ReSe2 layer indicating the orientation of 
the chains with respect to the Brillouin zone.  (b)  a theoretical contour plot at 0.4 eV below 
the valence band maximum. The dotted cross indicates the position of a ’ point. For 
comparison, in Figure S1 of the supplementary information all experimental contour plots 
are compared with the corresponding theoretical ones. (c)-(e) Experimental maps (c) near 
the valence band maximum (VBM); (d) 0.2 eV below the VBM and (e) 0.4 eV below the VBM. 
In each case, the dotted cross indicates the position of a ’ point.   
 
 
We now turn to the nano-ARPES maps shown in Figure 2. The 2D images show 
photoemission intensity as a function of in-plane wavevector (kx, ky) for states at a series of 
  
three energies near and just below the valence band maximum (VBM), using a fixed 
excitation photon energy of 100 eV; we discuss the implications of the choice of excitation 
energy below. Using a gold sample as reference in situ, the energy difference between the 
Fermi level and the valence band maximum located in Figure 2c has been precisely 
determined to be 1.4 ± 0.025 eV, close to the direct excitonic optical band gaps of ReSe2 at 
low temperatures (1.386 and 1.409 eV37, 38 at 15 K). This is consistent with the fact that the 
present ReSe2 samples are highly n-type as indicated by the transport characteristics of FET 
structures made from the same batch of material (see Supplementary Information Figs. S2 
and S3) so that the Fermi level is close to the conduction band. More usually, ReSe2 is found 
to be p-type31, 39 though this is not universally the case40. Given this information, we can 
label the constant energy surfaces of Fig 2c-e with the binding energies (1.4 eV, 1.6 eV and 
1.8eV) or (0 eV, 0.2 eV and 0.4eV), depending on whether the Fermi energy or the valence 
band maximum respectively is taken as a reference (see Fig. 2).   
 
The 2D quasi-Brillouin zone (Figs 1c and 2a) is clear in the distribution of the maxima in 
Figure 2(c-e) and is in excellent agreement with lattice vectors calculated from the crystal 
axes determined by X-ray diffraction8. Even more striking is the anisotropy these maps show 
between kx and ky directions. This is seen most clearly in Figure 2(e) where the contours of 
photoemission intensity form wavy ‘ribbons’ running along the kx direction parallel to 𝒃2𝐷
∗ ; 
this is the direction perpendicular to the Re chains, which we define to be along the real 
space vector a (Figure 1). This result reveals a much flatter valence band dispersion for 
carriers moving perpendicular to the chains compared to those moving along the chains (we 
return to this point below). For comparison, Figure S1 of the supplementary information 
shows the contours of constant energy calculated via DFT for a section through the Brillouin 
zone, probing the uppermost VB state. The energies of the contours are the same energies 
at which the experimental contours have been measured.  
 
The experimental and calculated constant energy maps throughout the reciprocal space unit 
cell reflect the characteristic signatures of the density of states at a given energy and 
momentum. Note that the calculated images are not simulations of the ARPES signals, as the 
latter depend also on the photoemission matrix elements. Nevertheless, both sets of 
patterns show a remarkable agreement. Firstly, it is clearly noticeable that the highest–
energy states do not appear centred on a ‘ point, but are displaced to either side. Secondly, 
for photoelectrons of higher binding energies, both the nano-ARPES and the theoretical 
results show the development of the one-dimensional (‘wavy’) structure over exactly the 
same energy and momentum ranges (see Fig. 2b and 2e and Fig. S1 of the supplementary 
information). Finally, we note that this good agreement between experimental and 
theoretical results extends to lower-energy VB states, not just those of the uppermost band; 
in Figure 2b, for example, we have to include a contribution from the next band down in 
energy, which appears in the experimental energy range.  
 
The in-plane anisotropy of the electronic structure of ReSe2 can be investigated more deeply 
by recording high energy- and angular-resolution photoemission scans along selected high 
symmetry directions. Figure 3 shows such scans through the 2D quasi-Brillouin zone for a 
plane passing through the Z point in reciprocal space (see Fig 1c). Fig. 3a shows the Fermi 
surface map recorded in this plane, and also shows how we define the labels for the non-
equivalent points K1..K3 and M1..M3. Here, we use a prime (e.g, M’) to represent the 
projection through Z of a given point (e.g, M) to its equivalent in the next Brillouin zone. In 
Fig 3b, the nano-ARPES scans are shown for the six directions of type M’-Z-M and K’-Z-K’. Fig 
3b shows the effects of anisotropy in several distinct ways.  
 
  
Firstly, it shows unmistakably the inequivalent character of the K2–Z and M1–Z directions 
which are parallel and perpendicular respectively to the Re chains. Secondly, the dispersions 
are similar in the K1–Z and K3–Z directions, which make approximately the same angle to K2 
(and thus to the Re chains), and the dispersions in the M2–Z and M3–Z directions are similar 
to each other for the same reason. Finally, there is a clear asymmetry between the 
dispersions along M’-Z and M-Z, that is, either side of the Z point in the same direction. This 
is due to the shape of the three-dimensional Brillouin zone shown in Fig. 1c; there are no 
true reciprocal lattice vectors in the plane being probed, so M’ is not equivalent to M. The 
fact that the Brillouin zone has to be considered as three-dimensional indicates the 
existence of significant inter-layer coupling (we return to this point later).       
 
 
Figure 3. Electronic band structure of ReSe2 (a) ARPES constant energy plots measured 
with 100 eV photon energy throughout the reciprocal unit ReSe2 cell. Experimental 
photoemission signal as a function of in-plane momentum at an energy close to the VBM for 
a section through the Brillouin zone passing through the Z point, showing the special points 
of the quasi-Brillouin zone including the position of the local VBM (labelled ) (b) ARPES 
data along the M’ZM and K’ZK directions in the reciprocal space.  (c) DFT calculations of the 
density of states at the top of the valence band in the plane containing the Z point, in good 
agreement with experimental results shown in panel (a) 
 
To test the agreement of our experimental and theoretical results more closely, Figure 4 
shows the measured and calculated band dispersions along the key orthogonal directions (a)  
Z-K2 and (b) Z-M1 over a large energy range (to binding energies of more than 3 eV below the 
Fermi level). For clarity, the experimental dispersions are second derivatives of the raw 
photoemission data where the colour scale represents signal strength whilst, in the 
calculated dispersions, the colour scale represents the projection of the VB states onto the 
Re d orbitals, for which a broadening in energy of E = 68 meV and an energy grid step of 20 
meV were used. In the theoretical curves of Fig. 4a,b the occasional periodic structure is an 
artefact of these grid choices. The non-conservation of the initial electron momentum 
  
expressed by Eq. 1 (see below) has been taken into account in the simulated dispersions 
using an inner potential of 19.1 eV. The number and structure of bands within the ~2 eV 
energy range of this data is clear in Fig. 4a,b, and the asymmetry of the bands is once more 
very striking. We conclude that the present level of DFT approximation (see Methods) is 
adequate to describe the band structure well, but that account must be taken of the three-
dimensional nature of the band structure that gives rise to the structure of Fig. 4a.    
 
 
 
Figure 4. Valence band dispersion. (a) Measured and calculated dispersions along the 𝑏2𝐷
∗  
direction and (b) normal to it. In (a) and (b), the colour scale of the calculated data is 
arbitrary but in the same sense as the experimental data and indicates the projection of the 
VB states onto the Re d orbitals. (c) and (e) panels show the same data of panels (a) and (b) 
in 3D plots. (d) Dispersion measured by ARPES along the 𝑏2𝐷
∗  direction (left) and normal to it 
(right) passing through the point . Fitted dispersions are shown as dashed lines, giving the 
effective masses at  in these two directions.  
 
The comprehensive ARPES datasets represented in Fig 4c,e that give the sections through 
the Brillouin zone of Fig 4a,b also allow us to obtain the electronic dispersions exactly at the 
local valence band maximum (labelled as the point ) both along the 1D Re chains and 
orthogonal to them. Measured dispersions passing through  are shown in Fig. 4(d) along 
the 𝑏2𝐷
∗  direction (left) towards M1, and normal to 𝑏2𝐷
∗  (right). Fitted parabolas (Fig. 4d, 
dotted white lines) allow a precise estimation of the degree of in-plane anisotropy. Effective 
masses of 0.4 me and 1.2 me have been directly determined along the direction of the Re-
atomic chains and orthogonal to them, respectively. Clearly, the effective mass is lowest in 
the direction normal to 𝑏2𝐷
∗ or, equivalently, the direction parallel to the Re chains in real 
space. In a 2D TMD, the phonon-limited mobility depends on the inverse square of the 
effective mass34, 41, 42 so that we expect a higher mobility along the Re chains. The ARPES 
results thus provide a direct experimental explanation for the higher mobility in the Re chain 
  
direction found very recently for top-gate field effect transistors (FETs) based on few-layer 
ReSe240 though it was noted in that work that the substrate affects the measured mobility.   
 
The simulations showed in Figures 2, 3 and 4 account for the non-conservation of the initial 
electron momentum kz perpendicular to the crystal surface in photoemission35. This is 
particularly important here, since there is significant dispersion of the energy bands in the kz 
(c*) direction, as shown by the calculated constant-energy surfaces plotted in Figure 5a. We 
proceed as follows: assuming the final state is a free electron with kinetic energy Ekin and a 
parabolic dispersion starting at the inner potential V0, then kz in the initial state is  
 
|𝑘𝑧| =
√2𝑚
ℏ
√(𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃) + 𝑉0     (1) 
 
where m is the free electron mass,   is the polar emission angle, and Ekin = Ephoton –  - EB 
where Ephoton is the excitation photon energy,  is the work function of the material and EB is 
the binding energy of the initial state43. For ReSe2, the inner potential V0 is unknown and so 
its value was estimated as part of this work.  
 
 
 
Figure 5. Three-dimensional electronic band structure of the ReSe2 (a) Perspective view of 
the Brillouin zone: red surface: the constant energy surface for the valence band states at 
0.2 eV below the valence band maximum. The shaded plane shows a plane parallel to the 
crystal layers; this is the plane sampled in an ARPES experiment at a given excitation phonon 
energy (neglecting the curvature due to momentum conservation discussed in the text).  (b) 
Energy EVB of the highest-lying valence band state as a function of in-plane momenta kx and 
ky, calculated taking into account the variation of the momentum kz normal to the layer 
expressed by equation 1. White circles indicate contours of constant kz (three are labelled, 
top right, by their values in units of 2/c*) and the black hexagon shows the in-plane quasi-
  
unit cell of Figure 1.  (c) and (f) nano-ARPES signal (blue=low to orange=high) as a function of 
energy below the Fermi energy (vertical axis) and in-plane momentum kxy, for excitation 
energies of 118 and 140 eV (left and right respectively). (d) and (e) panels show the nano-
ARPES electronic dispersion of the valence bands at the  and Z points of the 3D Brillouin 
unit cell. 
 
 
To determine V0, the excitation photon energy has been varied whilst monitoring the 
photoemission perpendicular to the crystal surface ( = 0); we look for those photon 
energies for which kz in the above equation is an integer or half-integer multiple of the 
reciprocal lattice vector c* (the  and Z points respectively) Experimental data are shown in 
Figure 5c. The ARPES dispersion as a function of the incident photon energy for 95 eV < 
Ephoton < 180 eV shows clear photoemission minima and maxima at 118 and 141 eV 
respectively, (Fig. 5c-f and Fig. S4 of the Supplementary information). This, together with the 
magnitude of c* (0.984 Å-1) gives V0 = 19.1 ± 0.1 eV (see SI for further discussion of the 
analysis). This value is typical for similar TMDs (e.g, V0 = 13 eV for WSe244). 
 
For finite in-plane momentum ( ǂ 0), as in the maps of Fig. 2, equation 1 shows that the 
value of kz in the initial state will vary as is varied at a given binding energy and photon 
energy. Therefore, the experimental section through the 3D band structure is not strictly 
planar, as drawn in Figure 5a, but is curved. A view of a calculated Fermi surface map over a 
very wide in-plane momentum range is shown in Figure 5b, where the circular contours of 
constant kz centred on (kx=0, ky=0) are also plotted (labelled by their respective multiples of 
c*) and two examples of how this map changes with excitation energy are shown in Fig. S5 
of the Supplementary information. Remarkably, we see that the local VB maxima are 
sometimes situated in the centre of the pseudo-Brillouin zone at ’ (for instance, this is the 
case for the (kx=0, ky=0) VBM which is at the centre of the hexagonal quasi-unit cell indicated 
on Figure 5b) and sometimes they lie either side of the ‘ point. This reveal again the 
significant degree of dispersion of the VB in the c* direction normal to the layers. The 
surfaces of constant energy are not simple cylinders oriented along c*, but bifurcate 
periodically as shown in Figure 5a, so that transverse sections through them will show one or 
two maxima depending on the height of the section in the c* direction and, thus, the choice 
of excitation phonon energy.  
 
To visualise this bifurcation better, we have also plotted constant energy surfaces at about 
0.2 eV below the VBM for the full 3D Brillouin zone (the red surface in Figure 5a). Where the 
constant energy surfaces split into two, constant energy surfaces closer to the Fermi level 
show that there are two global VB maxima located close to the plane of c* and 𝑏2𝐷
∗  in the 
volume of the BZ, but not at its surface, and not at any special k-points; they are centred in 
the lobes of the surface shown in Fig. 5a. These maxima are missed in previous calculations 
of the band structure which have usually focussed on the dispersion along paths between 
high-symmetry points in the BZ24. In Fig. S6 of the Supplementary information, we show 
calculated valence and conduction band dispersions along the path in the Brillouin zone 
passing through these two maxima, to confirm that the gap at this point is indirect. 
 
Discussion 
In studies of the rhenium chalcogenides, much attention has focused on the question of 
whether ReSe2 and ReS2 possess indirect or direct bandgaps in bulk and monolayer forms. 
This discussion was based initially on optical studies of few-micron sized bulk samples and 
was extended to the monolayers as these became available; a consensus is gradually 
emerging that ReSe2 has an indirect band gap with a valence band maximum located away 
  
from the Brillouin zone centre, and that it remains indirect down to one monolayer, whilst 
ReS2 was claimed until recently to have a direct gap at all thicknesses. First-principles 
calculations at various levels of approximation have been used to support the experimental 
studies and it is clear that the positions of the band extrema in such calculations are 
sensitive to the details of the calculation (in particular, whether or not SOC is included, and 
what rhenium valence is assumed in DFT) so that previous reports are not entirely 
consistent. 
 
The present work has tested these ideas and we find that the valence band maxima are 
indeed located away from the zone centre, as suspected, but that they do not sit precisely 
on a high symmetry direction and so are easily missed in calculations following conventional 
paths around special k points in the Brillouin zone24, 45. Nevertheless, the dispersion in the 
directions analogous to the two-dimensional hexagonal M and K points is of importance 
because it shows directly the anisotropy found in experimental studies of optical and 
transport properties. The key directions are 𝑏2𝐷
∗  (which lies in the real space layer plane, is 
perpendicular to the Re chains and is a vector in direction M1) and the vector in direction 
K2 which also lies in the plane and is normal to 𝑏2𝐷
∗ . Figure 2 showed already that these 
two directions will display the basic crystal anisotropy very clearly. The measured and 
calculated valence band dispersions for bulk ReSe2 in these two directions are shown in 
Figure 4; the colour map in the calculated results indicates the projection of the state onto 
the Re d orbitals, which are the major constituent of the valence band edge. It is clear that 
the valence band maximum lies off-centre and that there is good quantitative agreement 
between the band structures in both M1 and K2 directions down to a binding energy 
E-EF of at least -2 eV. We emphasize that no fitting has been carried out here; the 
momentum scale for the simulations is adjusted only by the ratio between the experimental 
and calculated lattice parameters, so as to scale the Brillouin zones to the same size. This 
agreement gives confidence in the calculations over the whole Brillouin zone summarised in 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5. In the Supplementary information, Fig. S7, we show predictions for a ReSe2 
monolayer based on the same level of approximation; we find it also to be a highly 
anisotropic material with an indirect gap; the VBM is located either side of , as the 
projection of Fig. 5a onto the kx-ky plane would suggest, and the conduction band minimum 
is located at .    
 
Methods 
ARPES experiments. Photoemission studies were carried out using the ARPES k-microscope 
of the ANTARES beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron, equipped with two Fresnel zone plates 
for focusing of the synchrotron radiation to a beam size of ~100 nm and an order selection 
aperture to eliminate higher diffraction orders. The nanoscale resolution ensured that 
monocrystalline regions were probed. The sample was mounted on a nano-positioning stage 
which allowed both angle-resolved and mapping measurements (the latter were used to 
locate clean, homogeneous single-crystal regions of the sample). Experiments were 
performed at photon energies from 95 to 180 eV. ARPES measurements were carried out at 
room temperature in a vacuum of better than 10−10 mbar on a surface cleaved under 
vacuum. 
 
Density functional theory calculations. DFT simulations used the Quantum Espresso46 (QE) 
suite of plane-wave codes for total energy and band structure calculations and for post-
processing to obtain electronic wavefunctions projected onto atomic bases. XCrysden47 was 
used for real and reciprocal space visualisation, including the generation of Figure 1. Fully 
relativistic pseudopotentials and projector augmented wave (PAW) datasets were generated 
using QE and PSLibrary48 for both PBESOL (generalized gradient approximation, GGA) and PZ 
  
(local density approximation, LDA) exchange-correlation functionals; the valence of Re was 
taken as 15 (5s2 5p6 5d5 6s2). Atomic coordinates were taken from Lamfers et al.8 and were 
relaxed to obtain forces less than 10-3 eV Å-1. Kinetic energy cutoffs were typically 60 Ry (816 
eV) and Monkhorst-Pack49 k-point meshes of 6×6×6 were used; meshes up to 10×10×10 
produced no significant changes in the band structures obtained. Results obtained using LDA 
and GGA are qualitatively similar; for instance, the VB anisotropy and the bifurcation of the 
VBM appear in both and the main difference, as expected, is in the size of the band gap. 
 
Sample characterisation. Samples were obtained from hqgraphene.com and secondary ion 
mass spectrometry was used by the manufacturers to confirm 99.9995% purity with respect 
to common impurities including the halogen transport agents used in crystal growth. 
Samples were studied extensively by Raman spectroscopy24, confirming their 1T’ phase and 
good crystal quality.  
 
Data supporting this study are available from the University of Bath data archive (DOI: 
10.15125/BATH-00332 
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